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Unit 8 Structures 

1. Forces 

There are many forces in nature. A force is anything that acts on an object and changes its state of 

movement (or rest), or which deforms an object.  

Some common forces we have in our lives are gravity, air, our own muscles, heat, etc. 

2. Structures 

A structure is the shape of an object. The structure of an object should be strong and allow an object to 

fulfill its needs.  

Loads 

The forces that act on a structure are called loads. Loads cause tensions in objects. We call these 

tensions stresses. There are two main types of loads.  

Fixed or permanent loads do not change over time. They always affect an object in the same way.  

Variable loads do change over time. They can be present or absent, and the amount of force they apply 

to an object can change. 

3. Stresses 

Stresses occur when loads cause forces to be applied to structures. It is important for objects to have 

the appropriate structure and to be made of the appropriate material so that stresses do not deform or 

break the structure. All stresses cause slight deformations, but we don’t always notice them.  

Main types of stresses 

Traction 

Applies a stretching force to a structure. The structure tends to become longer under this type of stress.

 

Bending 

Applies a bending force to a structure. The structure experiences one force in the middle of the object 

and opposite forces at both ends of the object. 
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Compression 

Forces try to flatten or compress a structure. The structure tends to lose its shape and become 

compressed. 

 

Torsion 

Forces try to twist a structure. The structure experiences forces on both ends, twisting in opposite 

directions. 

 

Shear or cutting 

The forces act like the blades of scissors. The forces try to cut an object in two.  

 

4. Structural conditions 

For a structure to work well, it must have stability, resistance, and rigidity. 

How can we make a structure stable, resistant and rigid? 

Stability 

A structure can become more stable when mass is added to its base, it is braced, or when it’s center of 

gravity is moved closer to the ground (for example, by burying the bottom section of the building 

underground). 

Resistance 

Resistance depends on the type of materials used to build the structure, the quantity of the material 

used, and the shape of the structure.  

Rigidity 

A structure becomes more rigid when its joints have been welded together, when it has the appropriate 

shape, and when triangulation is used. The shape of a structure has the largest impact on its rigidity.  

Triangulation is a method of increasing the rigidity of a structure. Triangles are rigid shapes, and using 

this shape as the basis of a structure makes it more stable and rigid. We use triangulation when we build 

structures to help prevent deformation. Placing a beam in the middle of a square frame is called bracing.  
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5. Types of artificial structures 

Massive and lintelled structures 

These were the first human-made structures. They are made of rock or stone stacked on top of one 

another.  

Examples: the Pyramids of Egypt, the Parthenon. 

Vaulted structures 

Vaulted structures use arches, and can have larger openings than massive or lintelled structures. 

Vaulted structures that use vaults, arches, and domes are still in use today. 

Examples: basilicas, pantheons, cathedrals. 

 

Lattice structures 

These are structures built from cement or steel bars formed as a rigid grid. These structures are used in 

modern building, for example, when constructing apartment buildings. 

These structures have several components: 

The floor slab makes up the floors of the structures. These are made of bars (joists) and a filler material 

(ceramic or polystyrene blocks). 

Beams are the horizontal elements in the floors.  

Pillars are the vertical structures that transfer the weight to the foundation. If the pillars have a circular 

shape, they are called columns. 

Foundation – this is the part of the structure that stops the pillars from sinking into the ground. A 

foundation may have one, some, or all of the following elements: 

- Footings: concrete blocks that are used to increase the surface area of the pillar’s base. 

- Slabs : large slabs of concrete  
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- Piles: long beams sunk into soft ground to reach harder rock beneath. These are only 

when the ground the structure is being built on is soft.

Triangulated structures 

Usually these structures are used to span large distances (bridges) or heights (towers). They are 

generally made of metal or wood bars. All of these structures are base

divided into trusses and triangulated beams.

Trusses 

Usually these are used in roofs. They can be simple or more complex.

Triangulated beams 

Usually used in bridges and other engineering projects. There are many different de

designs can be modified to bear different types of loads.

Suspended structures 

This type of structure is hung from cables, called 

loosened, they are called tension members

Examples: bridges, covers of stadiums or pavilions.
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Pneumatic structures 

These structures use compressed air to hold their shapes. They are light and can be easily taken down, 

set up, and moved. 

Examples: field hospitals, funfair attractions. 

Rolled and plate structures 

These are made from thin sheets of metal, plastic, or composite materials. They are very rigid. 

Metal plates 

These are used in construction to cover holes in the ground. They are very strong. 

Geodesic structures 

These are three-dimensional (3-D) triangulated structures. They use triangulation and the properties of 

vaults to enclose large areas.  


